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Abstract—In this paper, we address the problem of answering continuous route planning queries over a road network, in the presence of updates to the delay (cost) estimates of links. A simple approach to this problem would be to recompute the best path for all queries on arrival of every delay update. However, such a naive approach scales poorly when there are many users who have requested routes in the system.

Instead, we propose two new classes of approximate techniques—\(K\)-paths and proximity measures to substantially speed up processing of the set of designated routes specified by continuous route planning queries in the face of incoming traffic delay updates. Our techniques work through a combination of pre-computation of likely good paths and by avoiding complete recalculations on every delay update, instead only sending the user new routes when delays change significantly. Based on an experimental evaluation with 7,000 drives from real taxi cabs, we found that the routes delivered by our techniques are within 5% of the best shortest path and have run times an order of magnitude or less compared to a naive approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper considers the problem of building a traffic aware route planning service. The idea is that users register continuous routing queries, specifying a set of \(<\text{startpoint}, \text{endpoint}>\) tuples. In response, the system monitors delays and sends query results as updates to users (e.g., via email or SMS) if the fastest route between any of these designated start-end pairs changes, based on real-time updates to traffic delays (in our evaluation, we use real-time delays from a traffic monitoring deployment we have done on a network of 30 taxis in the Boston area). Like existing route planning services (e.g., Google Maps), our system uses a graph of road segments, and applies shortest-path planning algorithms to that graph to recommend routes to users. Unlike existing systems, however, our system maintains a large number of routes for pre-designated \(<\text{source}, \text{target}>\) pairs and updates those routes as traffic delays on road segments change. Our system additionally allows users to specify day and time slots along with the start and end points if they do not desire continuous monitoring (registration tuples in this case are of the form \(<\text{startpoint}, \text{endpoint}, \text{day}, \text{time}>\)). In this paper, we focus on the harder problem where all user queries require continuous monitoring.

Because small variations in delay won’t significantly affect a user’s travel time, we are not concerned with always finding the exact optimal route for any \(<\text{start, end}>\) pair but in detecting if a previously reported route has become substantially non-optimal in the face of updates and in providing a new route that is near-optimal and much better (but not necessarily the exact optimal). By suggesting alternate time-saving routes before the user begins to drive, we believe our service could prove extremely useful to commuters who tend to get stuck in peak hour traffic congestions. Our system is practically motivated: we have an iPhone application, iCarTel (available on the app store) that we are extending with the methods in this paper.

While adding support for ad-hoc traffic aware routing queries is intuitively simple, it is not immediately clear how a service could practically maintain the large number of designated routes it would need to continuously keep updated. Road network graphs contain millions of vertices and edges; even a sub-graph corresponding to a city and its surrounding suburbs can contain tens of thousands of segments— for instance, the subgraph corresponding to Boston’s road network has nearly 40,000 links [1]. A naive recalculations of the optimal route on arrival of every update (or a set of updates) using a single source shortest-path algorithm such as Dijkstra’s algorithm (or A* search) for all registered continuous routing queries could turn out to be a major computational overhead given that real time traffic updates usually affect only a small part of the network. Though such an approach might work if the number of registered continuous routing queries is relatively small, it is unlikely to scale as the number of queries go up. Algorithms that are able to update shortest paths in the presence of link changes do exist (e.g., [2]), but they typically have a higher space or computation overhead than is acceptable for our setting (see Section II for a discussion).

In this paper, we discuss several new techniques for maintenance of a large number of routes (specified as part of continuous planning queries) in the face of real time traffic delays. These involve a mix of precomputation and on-the-fly route calculation. Our algorithms are approximate, as they only report changes when delays change significantly (governed by threshold fraction \(\epsilon\) and factor \(\gamma\), both tunable). The methods we describe fall into two broad classes. One pre-computes a set of candidate routes and dynamically selects the best candidate as delays change. The other is proximity based, recomputing optimal routes when delays change in a “region of influence” around the source and destination routes. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has addressed this problem at a scale larger than for graphs with several hundred nodes and a few thousand edges. To summarize, our contributions in this paper are as follows:

1) We briefly survey several existing dynamic shortest path algorithms and discuss their limited applicability to our
problem.

2) We describe various techniques for efficient online maintenance of registered routes and test how well they perform in practice using several thousand hours of delay data from a network of taxis in the Boston area.

3) Through intensive experiments on real data, we see that the proximity based approach has a run time cost an order of magnitude smaller than for a complete recalculation approach while the candidate routes technique is two orders of magnitude faster. The suggested routes for both the approaches are within about 5% of the optimal in terms of cost, while a naive scheme which is purely precomputation-based produces routes that are more than 20% worse than optimal.

As a caveat, we note that in this paper we focus on the case where the origin and destination nodes are in the same urban area (about 50 miles between each source-destination pair). For traffic-aware commuting, we believe this is a reasonable assumption as the vast majority of commutes are within the same urban area. This closeness constraint keeps the running time of our pre-computation methods to a minimum; we believe it should be possible to extend our techniques to work with the many algorithms for scalable long-distance planning (see Section II) but chose not to focus on this problem initially.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section II, our system architecture in Section III, and our techniques in Section IV and V. We experimentally evaluate our system in Section VI and conclude in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Dijkstra’s algorithm has traditionally been used [3] for route planning in road networks. Though extremely efficient implementations of Dijkstra’s algorithm exist [4], even the tens of milliseconds of computation time they take per route translates into an uneatable solution for our problem given that our ultimate aim is to be able to scale our system to potentially hundreds of thousands of users (leading to hundreds of thousands of standing routing queries). For the same reason, hill climbing algorithms such as A* search [5] which employ heuristics for search pruning do not serve our purpose if they are merely used for complete recomputations on every update. Dynamic variants of A* search such as dynamic anytime A* [6] and life long planning A* [7] also do not help us due to scalability issues in using them at run time for a large set of registered routes.

The performance of 1:n dynamic shortest path algorithms that update routes from a given source node in response to changes in the weights of one or more edges varies in practice depending upon the frequency of updates as well as the size of the underlying graph [2]. In general, they process edge cost updates much faster in comparison to from-scratch recomputations of their static counterparts. However, they have other limitations that make them unusable in our setting. For example, Ramalingam’s incremental algorithm [8] for the dynamic single-source shortest (DSSS) path requires in-memory storage of a pre-calculated shortest-path-tree from every source node. In the setting we consider, this translates to a prohibitive space overhead – thousands of distinct nodes are routinely registered as source nodes. In contrast, our approaches require monitoring just one or a few paths for each registered query, amounting to approximately 2500 bytes of storage per routing request when multiple paths are monitored. Though the similar DynamicWSF-FP algorithm [8] does not require pre-calculation of any input, its running time is governed by the number of affected nodes which can be large as we need to maintain shortest paths from many source nodes. Frigioni’s DSSS algorithm [9] also requires a prohibitive shortest path tree computation.

Dynamic all-pairs-shortest-path algorithms have a space and time overheads (per delay update) of at least $O(n^2)$ and $O(n^2 \log n)[2]$, making their use impractical for large road networks and given the high number and frequency of updates we need to process. For instance, King’s dynamic all-pairs shortest path (APSP) algorithm [10] supports approximate shortest path queries in an efficient $O(n^2 \log^2 n / \log \log n)$ amortized time but is applicable only when all edge weights are integers bounded above by a small constant. We would need to set this bounding constant to a large value to take the variability in traffic conditions into account, making the solution unattractive. Demetrescu and Italiano’s dynamic APSP approach [11] uses combinatorial properties of graphs to guarantee $O(n^2 \log^2 n)$ amortized time per update but the $O(mn)$ space requirement makes their solution unattractive (here $m$ is the number of edges in the graph). In contrast, our $K$-candidate-routes algorithm runs in $O(Kr + u)$ time, where $r$ is the total number of continuous routing queries registered with the system, and our proximity approach runs in worst case $O(r(u + (m + n \log n)))$ for a batch of delay updates of size $u$.

Work on adaptive fastest path computation by Gonzalez [12] uses historical data to mine traffic patterns at different points of time in an attempt to take non-concrete parameters about different road segments into account. Only historical information is used in their algorithm with no real time traffic monitoring. Kanoulas et al [13] use historical data to get a different average speed for each hour of the day and uses that to compute the best route for a given day and time. Again, real-time traffic conditions are not taken into account.

A precomputation based solution to APSP problem has a significant space overhead but this can be reduced by using approaches based on hierarchical decomposition [14] of the road network, such as precomputation of paths from all source nodes only up to a certain distance or breaking the underlying graph into a set of several fragmented graphs and a boundary graph. Materialization strategies [15] for hierarchical routing algorithms also offer a balance between increased space usage and reduced query time and are considered to be important in querying large spatial network databases [16]. But as discussed earlier, any scheme which merely returns precomputed results (without taking into account dynamic edge costs) defeats the purpose of our system.

The current application of shortest path algorithms to
transportation planning systems is largely based on graph preprocessing under the assumption of static conditions to speed up query response times [17]. Reach based routing [18] improves query performance by adding shortcut edges to reduce nodes’s reaches during preprocessing and though useful for routing in large road networks, it overlooks real time delays and is thus not applicable to our problem. Landmark indexing [19] and Transit Routing [20] speed up run time query performance by using precomputed distances between certain set of landmarks (or transit nodes) chosen according to sophisticated algorithms. As with hierarchical schemes, distance between all landmark pairs is precomputed and is subsequently used unchanged, and so real time traffic delays cannot easily be taken into account.

There have been a number of recent studies in the area of pre-computation based shortest path calculation in the presence of edge weight changes. An adaptation of landmark-based routing to dynamic scenarios [21] yields good query times but requires that a link’s cost not drop below its initial value. A dynamic variant [22] of highway-node routing gives fast response times but can handle only a small number of edge weight changes. A bidirectional ALT algorithm for dynamic time-dependent graphs [23] is fast but can again handle edge weight increases only (they focus on handling traffic jams in road networks). Our algorithms do not have these limitations.

Other related but orthogonal work on spatial databases and route planning in the database and algorithms communities include probabilistic path queries [24], dynamic k-NN [25], path indexing [26], path oracles and efficient storage [27] and trip planning [28]. Though some of these ideas, like path indexing, may be useful in our system when maintaining a very large number of paths between a single source and destination pair, none of them address the problem of building a scalable routing service which handles continuous routing queries from potentially hundreds of thousands of users and updates them on the fly as traffic updates stream in.

III. ARCHITECTURE
The basic architecture of our system is shown in Figure 1.

Raw data in the form of GPS readings arrives from a fleet of about 30 taxi cabs we have deployed in the Boston area as a part of the the CarTel project [29]. This raw data is processed by a map-matching algorithm to identify the road segments that are traversed; a delay estimation algorithm computes average statistics about the expected time to traverse each segment by combining historical and real time delays. Delay estimates are stored in a delay database. We currently have about 20 million delay estimates (<time, segmentid> pairs) for about 90,000 road segments collected over the past 6 months. Our system uses underlying map (road connectivity) data from NAVTEQ [1] and OpenStreetMap.org. As our cars travel mainly in Boston, we largely focus on this part of the graph which has about 40,000 segments and 30,000 nodes. We have also tested our algorithms on the entire US network, consisting of about 83 million segments and 77 million nodes.

The route planner is responsible for finding the minimum cost route between two points on the road network based on current traffic delays. We use historical delay data for precomputation of candidate routes for continuous queries registered with system (this method is detailed in Section V-A). It is also used when the user fires an ad-hoc query (as opposed to registering a continuous routing query with the system) between a start and destination for <day, time> pair other than the current time. For example, an ad-hoc routing query for a Monday afternoon time would be answered using aggregated delay statistics for that Monday afternoon time from the system’s accumulated history.

Currently our backend is used by the iCartel application for route planning on the continental US road network. Users can submit route planning requests by running the iPhone application and asking for a path from their current location to some destination. Our system reads new traffic delay data and updates the road delays every t units of time – the frequency of updates we use in the paper is 15 minutes, but as more and more users adopt the system, we expect the updates to be many more in number and their processing much more frequent.

Our goal in this paper is to describe the algorithms and design of the continuous query engine, which takes standing queries from users specifying the start point and the destination of their travel, and sends new routes to users whenever the delay on the best route for their query changes substantially, which our system captures using factors ε and γ.

IV. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we overview the A* search algorithm [5] used for finding the shortest path between two vertices in a graph, and Yen’s algorithm [30] which finds the K shortest loopless paths between two given nodes in a network. We use both these algorithms as a basis for the techniques we discuss in the next section.

A. A* search

The idea underlying A* search is the same as Dijkstra’s algorithm but it uses a distance-plus-cost heuristic function f(x) = g(x) + h(x) to determine the order in which the search visits the graph nodes. Here g(x) is the path-cost function which is the cost from the starting node to the current node
and \( h(x) \) is an admissible “heuristic estimate” of the distance to the goal, i.e., it must not overestimate the distance to the goal.

For route planning in road networks, we use the “as-the-crow-flies” distance at a maximum speed limit on a road segment to compute \( h(x) \). We have found that this heuristic is very effective in practice; on our Boston subgraph, most \( A^* \) route planning queries complete in about 100 ms. Our choice of \( A^* \) as a search tool is because of its effectiveness and simplicity. Our ultimate aim is to show the scalability and effectiveness of our techniques regardless of the specific search algorithm used at the lowest layer.

B. Yen’s Algorithm

If \( P \) is the set of all possible paths between the start node \( s \) and the target node \( t \) and the cost of a path \( p \) is given by \( c(p) \), the \( K \)-shortest path problem is to determine a set of paths \( P_K = \{p_1, \ldots, p_K\} \subseteq P \) such that:

- \( \forall k \in \{1, \ldots, K - 1\} \), \( c(p_k) \leq c(p_{k+1}) \),
- For all simple paths \( p \in P - P_K \), \( c(p_K) \leq c(p) \),
- For any \( k \in \{1, \ldots, K - 1\} \), \( p_k \) is determined before \( p_{k+1} \).

The most efficient solution for this problem is Eppstein’s algorithm [31], but it can return paths with cycles which do not make sense in a road network. The significantly harder \( K \)-shortest loopless paths problem has the additional restriction that \( \forall k \in \{1, \ldots, K\} \), \( p_k \) must be simple (should not contain any cycles). Yen’s algorithm [30] solves this problem in \( O(Kn(m+n \log n)) \) time. Although more efficient techniques [32] exist, they do not work for all directed graphs and as Yen’s bound is the best known for the general case, we use it in our work. Before describing the algorithm, we introduce some terminology as discussed in [33].

Yen’s algorithm works as follows. Supposed we have already determined the \( k \)-th shortest loopless path \( p_k = < v^k_1 (= s), v^k_2, \ldots, v^k_{K} (= t) > \). To compute \( p_{k+1} \), candidate shortest loopless paths which deviate from \( p_k \) in \( v^k_i \) are computed for every node \( v^k_i \) to be analyzed. The loopless property of paths is ensured by temporarily removing nodes on the subpath \( \text{sub}_{p_k}(s, v^k_{i-1}) \) before the shortest loopless path from \( v^k_i \) to \( t \) is determined. The outgoing edge from \( v^k_i \) to \( v^k_{i+1} \) is also temporarily removed prior to this computation to avoid generation of a duplicate candidate path. Thus, in the worst case, the algorithm performs \( O(n) \) \( A^* \) shortest path computations for each of the \( K \) output paths.

V. EFFICIENTLY ANSWERING CONTINUOUS ROUTE PLANNING QUERIES

In this section, we describe our techniques for online maintenance of near-optimal routes for \(<\text{src}, \text{dst}>>\) pairs requested by a set of continuous queries. We explore two different classes of algorithms:

- Approaches which involve a mix of precomputation of \( K \) candidate paths and on-the-fly cost recalculation
- A proximity based approach which computes an ellipse surrounding the previously reported optimal route

We describe these two approaches in more detail in subsections to follow; a comparison of the practical performance of the two algorithms along with conditions in which either should be selected over the other appears in Section VI-C. First we assume that our system has a total of \( r \) standing route planning queries (specifying \(<\text{origin}, \text{destination}>>\) tuples) which it must continuously answer.

A. K Candidate paths

The motivating idea behind this approach is to find \( K \) different routes between a \(<\text{src}, \text{dst}>>\) pair such that at least one of them is always good in the sense that change in traffic delays do not adversely affect all \( K \) routes simultaneously. Note that we do not store \( K \) candidate paths for each pair of nodes in the road network but only for the src-dst pairs registered as a part of some continuous routing query. Thus, the storage overhead per query of the \( K \)-candidate-paths approach is \( O(K) \), with the hidden constant accounting for the space required to store the segments/nodes on each path.

As the queries registered by most users require continuous monitoring, we use overall historical delay statistics to compute and store \( K \) paths for each such continuous routing query. When registering a continuous routing query, the user is asked to specify only the \(<\text{origin}, \text{dst}>>\) pair for the query (if the user also specifies a day and time range of travel along with the query, we store an array with a set of \( K \) paths per requested time slot), the different alternate paths are computed and stored internally by the system without any user intervention.

We aim to avoid run time shortest route recalculation by first precomputing these \( K \) candidate routes for all \( r \) pairs and then doing a simple re-rank among them on arrival of traffic delay updates. Re-ranking involves simply summing the delays along each segment of all precomputed paths and finding the route with least overall delay.

We do not re-rank candidate routes for a \(<\text{src}, \text{dst}>>\) pair on arrival of every delay update. The decision to do so is based on both the number and degree of cost changes; we rerank as soon as one of the following events occurs:

1) More than a fraction \( \epsilon \) of segments on any of these \( K \) paths has updated delays. This is because even small delay updates per edge could change the overall delay of the route substantially if there are a large number of edges with updated weights.

2) At least one of the edges has a real time delay more than \( \gamma \) times the previous delay (or if the previously reported delay is \( \gamma \) times greater than the delay on any of the \( K \)-candidate paths). If an edge has not had a real-time update recently, we compare the new cost to its historical delay. Real-world scenarios such as traffic jams and sudden blocking of streets (and their subsequent clearing up) can be modeled by high values of \( \gamma \), irrespective of whether it is an increase or a decrease.

After a re-rank, we check to see if the current best path is different from the previously reported best path for each query and pro-actively inform the user if that is the case.
A simple route recomputation strategy is to use historical delay statistics to find the $K$ least cost loopless paths by employing Yen’s algorithm. However our experiments indicate that for road networks, the $K$ paths returned by Yen’s algorithm have overwhelmingly large number of segments in common, with just 1-2% of the segments differing from each other. Thus a potential traffic congestion is likely to affect all $K$ paths whereas we desire that the set of candidate routes be more robust to real time changes in traffic delays.

Known effective methods for finding spatially dissimilar paths between two nodes in a transportation network include the Minimax method [34] and $p$-dispersion [35] but these heuristics suffer from a high computation cost which is undesirable for our setting where precomputation overhead for generating the $K$ candidate routes must be kept small so that the system is able to register new continuous routing queries quickly.

Below we describe three practically fast techniques we have devised for computing a good set of $K$ paths between two nodes. We remark that the real-time travel costs on these paths are not guaranteed to be the best-possible (optimal or near optimal) because the link costs change as traffic delays change in real time, thus the various $K$-candidate-routes algorithms we propose are approximate. We however experimentally show the near-optimality of these approaches and the proximity based technique in Section VI-B3.

1) **$K$-AS-VARIANCE : Perturbing the edge costs:** The first idea for computing $K$ different paths is to iteratively run the A* search algorithm on the underlying graph, each time starting from the source until we find the destination node – but with graph edges having slightly different weights in different iterations. Our idea is to maintain a Gaussian distribution (mean $\mu$ and variance $\sigma^2$) for the historical delay observed for each edge during each time slot, and to sample the delay from this distribution. We call this technique $K$-AS-VARIANCE.

We perform edge cost computation *on-the-fly* i.e. if a segment is encountered while computing the shortest route, we re-sample the cost. This idea avoids wasting time in setting all edge costs to a new value at the beginning of an iteration. Note that it is possible that despite different edge costs, two iterations still return the same shortest path between the start and end nodes under consideration. To address this issue, we run the algorithm until $K$ distinct paths are found.

We observe that this technique fares better when segments have high historical delay variances, as otherwise successive iterations will return nearly identical paths. Although a large number of iterations may eventually return $K$ different paths, they are likely to differ only in a few segments and unlikely to be a large improvement over Yen’s algorithm. For this reason, we terminate the algorithm after a fixed number of iterations even if it has not found $K$ distinct paths yet. However, experimentally we observe that for $K = 5$, such a forced termination happens only for a small fraction of src-dst pairs.

This approach requires $\Omega(K)$ A* searches to find the $K$ candidate routes; we bounded the number of searches above by $O(K^2)$ (more details on the precomputation time of this approach in Section VI-B5).

2) **$K$-AS-AGGRESSIVE : Nearly Disjoint paths:** The similarity of paths returned by Yen’s algorithm as well as by our $K$-AS-VARIANCE technique when variances in link costs are low motivated us to develop a technique which is guaranteed to return a set of $K$ paths which substantially differ from each other. In particular, our goal is to find paths that have minimal (or zero) overlapping edges so that the paths are *nearly disjoint*. We observe that such a $K$ path set represents $K$ alternate ways of reaching one’s destination starting from the source and this makes it likely that despite traffic congestions in parts of a city, some of these $K$ paths will be uncongested and easily navigable.

We achieve near-disjointness by *aggressively* deleting all edges on a shortest path found in any previous iteration from the graph (such deletions are temporary and the edges are restored after the algorithm’s run). This ensures that the $(l + 1)$th shortest path $p_{l+1}$ from source to the destination has different edges from those on paths $\{p_1, \ldots, p_l\}$. Finding $K$ completely disjoint paths however may be impossible, it could be that the degree of either node is smaller than $K$ or that fewer than $K$ bridges connect $s$ and $t$ in the graph. For this reason, we relax our disjointness condition by allowing up to $n_d$ edges near the start and end nodes to be repeated between all the $K$ paths. Observe that the algorithm does at most $K$ A* searches. The time spent in deleting the edges from the previous iteration’s output path can be subsumed within the time required for the A* search, so that the overall precomputation time is still of the order of $K$ A* searches.

Note that the sole purpose of having the parameter $n_d (> 0)$ is to allow for edges very close to the start and end nodes to be shared between different candidate paths so that $K$ different nearly disjoint paths can actually be found. We empirically set $n_d = \min(K, 5)$. Because $n_d$ is small compared to the typical number of segments on a route, its selection is not critical to finding the best possible disjoint paths. We’ve found that small variations in its value do not alter the returned routes.

In Figure 2, we show $K = 5$ different paths returned by $K$-AS-Aggressive when the origin node is MIT, Cambridge and the destination is Harvard University. Note that three paths are shown in red overlays and the other two in green. Though the red colored path to the right seems convoluted, our delay statistics show that its cost is not significantly higher compared to the other paths.
3) Variants of Yen’s Algorithm: Although the aggressive strategy usually identifies a good set of \( K \) paths, there are two motivating reasons to explore other possible techniques: (1) complete disjointness of paths might exclude many routes which are otherwise attractive, e.g., a route with a quick detour from somewhere close to the middle of a returned “aggressive path”; (2) real users often prefer routes which appear less convoluted when seen on a map. In particular, we believe drivers may shy away from such convoluted routes even if the estimated travel times are low (our system does include turn penalties to prefer routes with fewer turns, but such routes can still arise on very congested paths.). To address this concern, we explored several variants of Yen’s algorithm that return a set of good set of \( K \)-paths without resorting to the extreme disjointedness of the K-AS-AGGRESSIVE algorithm. Both the techniques described below have a worst case computational complexity of \( O(Kn(m+n \log n)) \), being derivatives of Yen’s algorithm. However, we found their performance to be much faster in practice (see Section VI-B5 for average precomputation times).

We call our first variant Y-MODERATE. In Yen’s algorithm, when candidate paths for \( p_{l+1} \) are being generated from the \( l \)-th shortest route \( p_l \), Y-MODERATE does not permit candidates with more than a fraction \( 1/f \) of common prefix nodes with \( p_l \). Thus, if \( \text{len}(p_l)+1 \) is the number of nodes on the path \( p_l \), no candidate generated in the \( l \)th iteration is allowed to share more than \( \frac{1}{f}(\text{len}(p_l)+1) \) prefix nodes with \( p_l \). We set \( f = 2 \) for our implementation. It may appear that setting \( f \) to large values simulates K-AS-AGGRESSIVE since for large \( f \), \( 1/f \approx 0 \). However, this is not necessarily true because Yen’s algorithm does not guarantee disjoint paths beyond the deviation nodes, so we may end up with \( K \) paths which have many nodes common close to the destination node. Our experiments show that the moderate variant of Yen’s algorithm is better than a direct application of Yen’s algorithm, but that the \( K \) routes it returns still tend to be similar.

Thus, Y-MODERATE has a few problems similar to what motivated us to define the K-AS-AGGRESSIVE algorithm in the first place. To achieve our goal of identifying \( K \)-path sets which are robust to real time traffic delay changes, we define the Y-STATISTICAL strategy which is a combination of the ideas of the K-AS-AGGRESSIVE technique ideas with the \( K \) loopless paths computation of Yen’s algorithm. The idea is to remove some, but not all edges of the path found in the previous iteration. Suppose \( l \)-th shortest path \( p_l \) has already been found. Then, before generating new paths for \( p_{l+1} \), we pick each segment on \( p_l \) and temporarily delete it from the graph with a certain probability. We experimented with several ways to choose this probability of deletion, including deleting edges that occur in a large fraction of routes, or deleting edges that are traversed more frequently with a higher probability. We found, however, that randomly deleting an edge with a fixed probability \( \text{Pr} \) (\( \text{Pr} = 1/2 \) in our experiments) worked as well as the above heuristics for \( K = 5 \), so we use that strategy in our reported results.

Similar to the K-AS-Aggressive algorithm, Y-Statistical computes \( K \) paths that are significantly different from each other but with a smaller fraction of ‘weird’ routes.

B. Proximity Measures

Unlike the algorithms in the previous section which seek a good set of precomputed paths, our proximity-based approach attempts to devise a proximity measure that triggers a recomputation of the shortest route at run time only when there are “sufficiently large” number of segments with new delays that are geographically near to the previously reported fastest route (which is initially the precomputed historically fastest route). By using a region-of-influence based heuristic technique, we maintain only one fastest route between every source-destination pair at all times.

Intuitively a region of influence around an object is a closed curve like a circle or an ellipse. Different shapes could work better for certain situations. However, computing arbitrary shapes is much more complex, testing whether a segment falls within an arbitrary (not necessarily convex) shape is also computationally expensive. Furthermore, arbitrary curves need more parameters to define them, resulting in a variable as well as higher storage space per route. If we assume the region of influence of any path \( p \) between \( s \) and \( t \) to be an ellipse that encloses the entire path, we require five parameters (details below). A simpler shape such as a rotated rectangle would also require the same number of parameters. The advantage of using an ellipse is that it restricts the number of segments that need to be considered while processing updates that we might otherwise consider unnecessarily.

The more the number of segments with updated delays within the path’s enclosing ellipse, the higher the chance that the previously reported shortest route is no longer optimal – thereby requiring a recomputation at run time. Our technique differs from similar ideas in [36] in several ways: (1) we use the proximity region to evaluate whether or not the best route needs to be recomputed as opposed to using it to constrain the shortest path search space; (2) our region of influence is an ellipse instead of a MBR of an ellipse; and (3) the algorithm for computing the enclosing ellipse is completely different (detailed in the following section).

We remark that a recomputation of the optimal route is triggered only when the number of segments inside the ellipse with updated delays exceeds a fraction \( \epsilon \) of the ellipse’s area times the average number of segments found in a unit area of the road network.

1) Computing the enclosing ellipse: Finding an ellipse which encloses a set of points in two dimensional space (every path can be seen as an ordered list of latitude-longitude pairs) is a computational geometry problem. Known solutions [37] are designed to compute approximate hyper-ellipsoids for arbitrarily high dimensional Euclidean spaces and thus despite being linear in the number of input points, they have a high computational cost in practice.

Instead we have developed a simple but fast technique for approximate computation of the enclosing ellipse, which
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for finding the enclosing ellipse of a path \( p \).

1: procedure FAST-ENCLOSING-ELLIPSE\( (x_s, y_s, x_e, y_e, p, \text{f}_r) \)
2: \( (x_o, y_o) \leftarrow ((x_s + x_e)/2, (y_s + y_e)/2) \);
3: \( a \leftarrow \text{f}_r \cdot \text{crowDistance}((x_s, y_s, x_e, y_e)/2) \);
4: \( \triangleright \) Compute equation of \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \)
5: \( b \leftarrow \text{d}_{\text{max}} = \text{d}_{\text{max}} \).
6: for all vertices \( v \) on \( p \) do
7: \( \triangleright \) Assume \( v \) to be on the ellipse and use the ellipse’s equation to compute the new value of \( b \)
8: end if
9: end for
10: if \( (b < a) \) then
11: \( a = \sqrt{b^2 + a^2} \);
12: \( \text{L}_{\text{major}} = L_1 \);
13: else
14: \( \text{L}_{\text{major}} = L_2 \);
15: end if
16: return \( \{x_o, y_o, a, b, \text{slope}(\text{L}_{\text{major}})\} \);
17: end procedure

An ellipse is characterized by two parameters: the semi-major axis length \( a \) and the semi-minor axis length \( b \). The two foci of the ellipse lie on the major axis, with their position determined by \( a, b \), the orientation (or slope) of the major axis \( L_{\text{major}} \), and the position of the ellipse’s center on the major axis. The line \( L_{\text{minor}} \) containing the minor axis is always perpendicular to \( L_{\text{major}} \).

Our algorithm proceeds as follows: we first assume the center \( (x_o, y_o) \) of the ellipse to be the midpoint of the two node coordinates \( (x_s, y_s) \) and \( (x_e, y_e) \) and compute the equation of line \( L_1 \) joining them and also of the line \( L_2 \) perpendicular to \( L_1 \) and passing through \( (x_o, y_o) \). We assume \( L_1 \) to be \( L_{\text{major}} \) and set the parameter \( a \) to \( \text{f}_r \cdot \text{d}_{\text{max}}/2 \). Here \( \text{d}_{\text{max}} \) is the “as-the-crowflies-distance” between \( (x_s, y_s) \) and \( (x_e, y_e) \) and \( \text{f}_r(> 1) \) is a small relaxation factor to ensure that nodes do not lie beyond either end of the axis along \( L_1 \). Note that this may not turn out to be the length of the semi-major axis as we adjust \( a \) in later steps.

We initially set \( b \) (half the length of the other axis) to the maximum among the shortest distances of all nodes on the precomputed path from \( L_1 \). We iteratively refine the value of \( b \) by processing all vertices on the shortest path in increasing order of their distances from \( (x_s, y_s) \) and \( (x_e, y_e) \) along \( L_1 \). If a vertex \( v \) does not lie inside the ellipse determined by the current value of \( a \) and \( b \), we assume that \( v \) lies on the ellipse and compute the new (larger) value of \( b \) using the equation of the ellipse (we have already set \( a \) to a temporary value). The particular order of processing these nodes reduces the number of recomputations of \( b \) by ensuring that outlier nodes far from the center (along \( L_1 \)) are encountered early in the algorithm’s run so that after the first few iterations, the ellipse already has most of the points to be processed in the remaining iterations.

Finally, if it turns out that \( b > a \) at the end of the computation, we let \( L_2 \) be the major axis instead and \( b \) be the semi-major axis length. Otherwise, \( L_1 \) still remains the major axis and the value of \( a \) is increased to reflect that the initial value of \( a \) captured half the distance between the two foci, so that now: \( a_{\text{final}} = \sqrt{b^2 + a_{\text{init}}^2} \). We can now identify our enclosing ellipse uniquely using four parameters which we have already computed: center of the ellipse, \( a, b \), slope of the major axis \( (L_{\text{major}}) \).

An example ellipse for the shortest route between MIT and Harvard appears in Figure 3. As our algorithm is a fast heuristic, it has some shortcomings; in particular, our assumption that the line joining the two nodes is one of the axes may sometimes result in the ellipse becoming larger than it needs to be. However, we experimentally observe that with appropriate choice of parameters, the approach is still quite efficient.

2) Precomputation Complexity: The per query storage complexity of the proximity approach is \( O(1) \) because we simply need to store the best path per query, and the enclosing ellipse can be stored by simply storing five parameters described in the pseudocode: \{\( x_o, y_o, a, b, \text{slope}(L_{\text{major}}) \} \) (see Algorithm 1).

The proximity approach requires only one A* search to precompute the optimal route between a src-dst pair and time taken to compute the ellipse is of the order of the number of edges on the best route, which is far below the time an A* search takes, so that the overall time complexity in terms of the number of A* searches is \( O(1) \).

3) Processing real time delay updates: On arrival of a batch of delay updates, we check if the number of segments with delay updates that lie inside the pre-computed ellipse for a routing query exceeds \( \epsilon \) times the average number of segments lying inside an ellipse of this area. If so, we re-run A* search and return a real-time optimal path to the end user. At the same time, we also recompute and store the bounding ellipse corresponding to the new path.

For \( r \) registered queries and a batch update size of \( u \), the worst case processing time of our algorithm is \( O(r(u + (m + n \log n))) \). In practice, the A* search is re-run only for a small fraction of queries and the algorithm runs much faster.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the techniques we described in Section V. In addition to the methods above, we also consider a brute force method that re-runs a complete A* search any time a batch of delay updates arrive (in our system delays arrive every 15 minutes). Specifically our goals were to (1) gauge how well our techniques perform in comparison to the naive brute-force strategy for recalculating the optimal route (using A* search) in terms of both the time taken and the number of updates sent to the user, (2) quantify (using expected travel times) how much worse the routes our system suggests turn out to be in comparison to the brute force method, and (3) see how the choice of \( \epsilon \) and \( \gamma \) affect performance. We found that all of our algorithms outperform...
brute-force on metric 1 and are about 5–7% worse on metric 2. We also observed that our algorithms scale well with the number of registered routes, suggesting that our algorithm is practical.

A. Dataset and Experimental Setup

We evaluate our system using a database of actual commutes, gathered from our network of 30+ taxi cabs in Boston. We chose the set of designated routes to be monitored by randomly picking 7000 <start, end> pairs from our CarTel log containing approximately 150,000 real drives. For our experiments, we used the actual real time traffic delays on road segments – computed by the match matching and delay estimation components (see Figure 1).

All of our experiments were run on a 2.66 GHz 8-core Intel Xeon workstation with a memory of 16 GB and running Fedora Linux 10. The underlying NAVTEQ map data and the set of designated source-destination pairs were stored in a MySQL database on a separate Intel Core 2 Duo 2.66 GHz machine with 4 GB of RAM. We used [38] as a base implementation of the actual Yen’s algorithm and modified it substantially to suit the requirements of our work (and to interface with other parts of our code). The entire road network as well as queries and cached routes fit into memory. We report on the total state required to store precomputed routes later in this section.

We ran our system by initializing it with a number of continuous routing queries (up to 7000). We then simulated updates to the real-time delays on the road network by replaying data from two months of our traffic delay database, with delay updates arriving in 15 minute batches.

B. Results

Below we present results for the two classes of techniques we have proposed: the proximity approach and the $K$-candidate-paths approach for $K = 5$. We found that higher values of $K$ simply increased pre-computation overhead with little added benefit in route quality. In all experiments below, we set epsilon to $\epsilon = 0.25$ and $\gamma = 1.75$; we evaluated the benefit of variable values of $\epsilon$ and $\gamma$ in separate experiments.

1) Experiment 1: Runtime Performance: As real time traffic delays stream in, each $K$-path technique checks if more than a fraction $\epsilon$ of the segments on any of the $K$-paths for a designated pair have new delay values or if there is a segment of the current best path with more than a factor of $\gamma$ increase/decrease in its cost and re-computes the best path (“re-ranks”) for each such pair. Similarly, the proximity measure recomputes the best path if the number of segments with new delay updates lying inside a pair’s ellipse (of area $A$) exceeds $\epsilon$ times the average number of segments in an ellipse of area $A$ or if there is a segment on the current optimal route with a greater than $\gamma$ increase/decrease in link cost.

Figure 4 shows the runtime performance of our methods vs. the number of registered routes. Note that the $y$-axis is log-scale. Here, our $K$-path techniques beat the brute force strategy by up to two orders of magnitude and the proximity approach is at least an order of magnitude faster. The higher runtime cost of the proximity approach is due to its use of A* path computations when an update is required. In contrast, the $K$-best-paths approaches have low runtime cost because they simply compare the costs of the $K$ paths.

A key observation from this plot is that the $K$-paths scale very well with the number of registered routes. This suggests that our algorithms are well suited to our continuous route planning scenario.

2) Experiment 2: Fraction of routes updated: In this section, we measure the fraction of updated routes for our different techniques, as $\epsilon$ and $\gamma$ vary.

Figure 5 shows the average fraction of routes updated by each of our methods for $\epsilon = 0.25$ and $\gamma = 1.75$ when a new batch of delay estimates arrives (each batch consists of 3000 real time updated segments on average). The fraction of updated routes grows with increasing value of $r$ (the total number of continuous routing queries registered with the system), which is expected because an increased size and more diverse set of designated <src, dst> pairs means that the probability of delay updates affecting at least one such pair is now higher. We see that compared to a brute force method, all of our strategies except K-AS-Aggressive update only about 15-30% routes, a substantial reduction. The performance of K-AS-Aggressive technique is also good, with 20-40% updates required. The aggressive technique requires more updates because its precomputed routes are more diverse, so updates have a higher probability of affecting at least one of a set of $K$ nearly disjoint paths. We note that for the $K$-best-paths approaches, the time to perform a re-ranking is much less than the time to perform a full A* search (as described above), and that overall the runtime of K-AS-Aggressive is not substantially worse than the other $K$-best-paths approaches.

The number of updates issued is clearly a function of the value of $\epsilon$. This is because as we vary $\epsilon$ from a little over zero to higher values (close to 1), fewer queries have a high fraction ($\geq \epsilon$) of segments on one of their $K$-paths updated (or a high number of segments with updated delays inside their best path’s enclosing ellipse for the proximity approach). Figure 6 confirms this intuition, showing that both strategies see a drop in the fraction of updated routes with increasing $\epsilon$.

The proximity measure results in a higher number of updates; this is because the enclosing ellipse for a route encloses many more road segments than the total segments on the $K$ paths and is thus more sensitive to traffic delay updates. We disable route updates resulting due to new link delays greater than the factor $\gamma$ for Figure 6 so as to avoid route updates due to both $\epsilon$ and $\gamma$ from masking the effect of change in $\epsilon$ on the number of routes updated.

Figure 7 shows the fraction of route updates for increasing values of $\gamma$ with no re-ranks due to fraction $\epsilon$ (to independently observe the dependence of route updates on $\gamma$). As expected, we see a rapid fall in route updates as $\gamma$ varies from slightly over 1 till 5. Invariably, there are a number segments with delay updates within 5-10% of the previous real time cost (or the historical link cost in absence of updates in the recent
past), leading to a huge number of reranks for $\gamma = 1.05$.

Few segments tend to have real time cost changes by a factor greater than $\gamma$ values and even fewer lie on one of the pre-calculated routes for each query, explaining the rapid fall in number of route updates with increasing $\gamma$. This time the proximity approach does fewer updates, because only a drastic update on only one path (the previously reported route) can lead to updation of the best route for a query whereas for the $K$-Paths techniques, there are $K$ such paths. Note that even for road segments with routine congestion during peak traffic hours, cost update factors greater than $\gamma$ are few for one of two reasons: (1) a segment’s historical delay value for a given day and time already captures that the route is routinely congested, (2) we measure change with respect to the most recent real-time delay (if available) and the update reflecting the congested value was processed in the previous batch of updates.

3) Experiment 3: Optimality: In addition to speed and scalability, the practical utility of our system depends on routes being "reasonably accurate", i.e. their cost should be close to the optimal value such that end users are not misled. We measure optimality as follows: suppose $c_{opt}$ is the true cost (as returned by a brute force A* search) and the cost of the route returned by our system is $c$. We define the optimality ratio $OR = \frac{c - c_{opt}}{c_{opt}}$ to be the quality of our routes. Note that $c \geq c_{opt}$, meaning the cost estimate can never be an underestimate as $c_{opt}$ is (by definition) the least cost path. Figure 8 shows how OR changes vs. $\epsilon$ for our different techniques (with no pruning based on $\gamma$). In this experiment, we measure optimality only when our system recomputes a new best route.

The proximity approach recomputes the best shortest path every time it issues an update and therefore is always optimal in its suggested cost. We see that for all $\epsilon$ (ranging from 0.05 to 1), the costs reported by all our $K$-path techniques are always within 10% of the optimal cost (e.g., on a 30 minute route, the travel time of the reported route is within 30 to 33 minutes). As $\epsilon$ grows larger, the suggested routes have costs closer to the true cost. This is because for small $\epsilon$, when a recomputation does happen, our algorithms – especially those that find very different paths are likely to return the same route since changes in the delays of a few segments are unlikely to affect the overall best path. For larger values of $\epsilon$, more segments will have changed and our algorithms are more likely to return a different path, which would be closer to the true optimal. This also explains why Y-Moderate and K-AS-Variance fare better as both of them have a set of $K$ paths which is similar and so are more responsive to small changes in delays of a few segments.

There are many routes for which the $K$-path and proximity
approaches do not report an update because neither at least \( \epsilon \) fraction of segments are updated, nor there is any segment on the best path with a substantially different link cost (as measured by \( \gamma \)). In such a case, the user must assume that the previously reported (or precomputed) shortest route is still the best. Let \( c_{act} \) be the cost of this previous route with new delays for some \( \langle \text{src,dst} \rangle \) pair. In this case, we define the optimality ratio as \( OR = \frac{c_{act} - c_{opt}}{c_{opt}} \). We show the variation of OR with \( \epsilon \) for such non-updated pairs in Figure 9. The optimality gap falls for larger values of \( \epsilon \) because routes are now re-ranked for a smaller fraction of queries, and re-ranked routes naturally have overall delay values closer to the optimal (with \( OR \rightarrow 0 \) as \( \epsilon \rightarrow 1 \)). Here the optimality gap for the proximity measure is the highest around 10\% for all \( \epsilon \), which suggests that using the average number of segments for an ellipse of a given area does not accurately capture the actual probability of the optimal route changing. The curves for \( K \)-path techniques are more promising. They show that for low \( \epsilon \) values, the routes we report are relatively close to the optimal, with errors less than 5\% for \( \epsilon \) values up to 0.2.

Figures 8 and 9 show opposite trends for the \( K \)-candidate-paths methods; for that reason, \( \epsilon \) values in the range 0.2-0.5 appear to be the best choice, offering errors of 3–7\% from the optimal for both updated as well as non-updated routes. We see that a smaller value of \( \epsilon = 0.25 \) is better for K-AS-Variance and Y-Moderate and \( \epsilon = 0.5 \) is a more prudent choice if K-AS-Aggressive or Y-Statistical strategies are being used.

Figure 10 shows variation of OR of updated pairs with change in \( \gamma \) (route updates due to \( \epsilon \) are not considered in this plot). The routes suggested by the proximity approach are always optimal, so \( OR = 0 \) for all updated pairs. For the \( K \)-candidates approach, the OR grows worse on average as \( \gamma \) increases which is expected because sudden drastic changes in link cost may not always be captured by the precomputed \( K \)-paths. For non-updated pairs, the OR values remain nearly constant around 10\% as \( \gamma \) varies (plot omitted due to lack of space). Thus, for all techniques, errors from the optimal are within 10\% for \( \gamma \) values in the range 1 – 2. Keeping Figure 7 in mind, we see that a \( \gamma \) value in the range 1.5–2 is however a more prudent choice.

Route updates when done using both \( \epsilon \) and \( \gamma \) for appropriate choice of these parameters as discussed above ensures that we are within 5\% of the optimal cost for the \( K \)-candidates approaches, and within 10\% of the optimal cost for the proximity approach.

One concern with the above results might be that any route would provide relatively low OR values. To invalidate this hypothesis, we computed the best route recommended by each of our approaches at the beginning of our simulation (when the delays in the road network were computed only from historical averages), and measured the average OR of that route after the simulation had completed. We found that the average OR value was over 20\% in all cases, and often as high as 80\%, suggesting that the OR values of 3–7\% from our system are quite good.

4) Experiment 4: Day and Slot Pruning: Continuous monitoring of all routes has the advantage that the user is always aware of the best route. However, if the user is interested in only updates for specific times on chosen days ("slots"), our system allows explicit specification of the day and time of travel while registering the continuous routing query. We take advantage of this by checking if the slot the user has asked the system to monitor will be affected by newly arriving delay updates. The system can simply provide continuous monitoring for a few hours prior to the specified slot (we used a value of 1 hour in our experiments).

We measured the effect of this and found that this pruning is very effective in the sense that if all registered continuous queries contain \( <\text{day, time}> \) details, the system’s load reduces by at least an order of magnitude (a factor of 20 when each routing request is for a randomly selected hour of the day on all days of the week).

5) Experiment 5: Pre-Computation Cost: Both the \( K \)-best-paths and proximity techniques employ precomputation (as described in section V). Though the overhead incurred in doing so is offline, it is nevertheless important to make sure that this cost is reasonably small so that the precomputation for all designated routes is practical. Aggregated historical delays are likely to change over time (even if not very significantly), necessitating a periodic re-computation of precomputed routes to keep them updated with the current traffic delays.

Table 11 shows the average cost incurred per designated \( <\text{start, end}> \) pair for our different techniques (in seconds). For any designated pair, the proximity measure requires one A* search to compute the shortest route and a single run of the linear time enclosing ellipse algorithm. We thus expect it to be extremely fast, as shown. Similarly, one would expect that as the K-AS-aggressive strategy requires just \( K (=5) \) A* computations, its precomputation cost should be about \( K \) times slower than the proximity approach. Surprisingly, the experimentally observed value is much higher. This is due to the fact that for some src-dst pairs, deletion of the edges on the previous best paths leads to a rather expensive A* search to find the next best route. The extremely high variance for K-AS-
aggressive supports our argument that expensive A* searches for select <src,dst> pairs pull the overall average up. For the
K-AS-Variance technique, we expect that the time required to
find all the K-paths could be much higher than for K
iterations as several iterations in the technique’s run return the
same best path (which must be checked against all existing
paths to be certain there’s no exact match). We experimentally
observed that on an average K^2 iterations are required for this.

For the techniques based on Yen’s algorithm, we require a
total Kn iterations in the worst case (as discussed in section
IV), which can be very expensive owing to large n (= |V|) for
a road network. However, A* search’s pruning ensures that the
number of such iterations is small in practice and is confirmed
by the observed average running times. Y-statistical is slow for
the same reason as the K-AS-Aggressive technique. Overall,
however, the Yen’s algorithm-based techniques are practical
despite their theoretically unimpressive bound of O(Kn(m +
n log n)).

6) Space Overhead due to Precomputation: A summary of
the space costs of the precomputed routes for the different
approaches per continuous query appear in Table 12 (values
reported are for K = 5).

Because the proximity approach stores only the best path
and the parameters of the ellipse associated with it, its storage
overhead is the smallest. The K-candidates routes approaches
store K routes for each registered query - so as expected, they
have approximately K times larger storage cost. The K-AS-
Aggressive and Y-Statistical approaches have a relatively high
storage overhead compared to K-AS-Variance and Y-Moderate
because they store a more varied set of routes for each query,
so that some of the K candidate routes computed by them
contain a larger number of edges in comparison to their other
approaches’ counterpart routes which are more similar to the
most optimal historical route and thus are likely to contain
fewer edges. We note, however, that in all cases the overhead
is small enough to store a million or more registered routes in
RAM.

C. Discussion

Our experiments show that both K-candidate-paths and
proximity approach are efficient in their run time processing
of traffic delays and are able to maintain routes with near-
optimal costs. Figure 4 shows that the K-candidate-paths
techniques are more scalable than the proximity approach.
Additionally, their run times are an order of magnitude faster
than the proximity approach. Furthermore, the optimality gaps
of the K-candidate-paths strategies are about a factor of two
better than that of the proximity technique. In particular, K-
AS-Variance and Y-Moderate give better cost guarantees for
small epsilon values on reported updates, while the K-AS-Aggressive
and Y-Statistical strategies do a better job of reporting a route
which stays close to optimal for small epsilon values when no route
updates are performed. For this reason, we prefer the use
of K-candidate-paths approaches in general, with the K-AS-
Variance and Y-Moderate approaches slightly preferred due to
their lower precomputation times.

The main advantage of the proximity approach is its
extremely low precomputation overhead (see Table 11), which
could be important in settings where new users register routes
very frequently. The K-candidate-path approaches also have a
K times higher space overhead, which could be an issue in
which memory is constrained.

VII. Conclusions

In this paper, we described scalable techniques for contin-
uous route planning queries on a road network. We explored
two classes of algorithms: a proximity-based algorithm that
recomputes the optimal route when more than some fraction
of road delays change within a bounding ellipse, and several K-
candidate-paths algorithms that compute a set of K possible
routes and periodically re-evaluate the best route as road delays
change. Our results on 7,000 drives from a network of taxi cabs
show that these algorithms are one-to-two orders of magnitude
faster than a naive scheme which recomputes routes using A*
search whenever a new set of delays arrives, and only 5–7%
worse in terms of travel time of the returned route. We also
showed that our algorithms scale sub-linearly with the number
of registered routes, suggesting their suitability for a large
scale deployment. Finally, we have integrated these algorithms
into a complete route planning system that processes data in
real time and anticipate their inclusion in our iCarTel iPhone
application.
Fig. 11. Average pre-computation times in seconds for a continuous routing query (designated <src,dst> pair)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Avg (s)</th>
<th>Var</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proximity (Ellipse)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-AS-Aggressive</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>119.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-AS-Variance</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>11.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-Statistical</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>142.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-Moderate</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>25.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12. Average storage overhead (due to precomputation) in bytes per continuous routing query for different approaches (K = 5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Average space (bytes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proximity (Ellipse)</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-AS-Aggressive</td>
<td>3015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-AS-Variance</td>
<td>2570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-Statistical</td>
<td>2830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-Moderate</td>
<td>2363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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